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The classical Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem asserts that if T is a boun

ded linear operator acting on a Hilbert space H, then its numepiaaZ 

pange W{T) (defined by 

W(T) = {(Tx,x): x E H, IIxll = 1}) 

is a nonempty bounded convex subset of the complex plane C. It is al
so known and easy to prove tha t the closure W (T) ·.of W (T) contains 

the spectrum of T and that 

1 1 I 2 ~ ñTf sup { Al: A E W(T)} ~ 1 

(see [2, Chapter 17, p.114]). 

In a recent article, J. Agler proved that if T acts on a sepapabZe 

Hilbert space H and the boundary W(T) of its numerical range does not 

contain denumerably many linear segments, then W(T) is an Fa subset 
of e [1]. 

Agler's result suggests theE1bvious problem: For which nonempty boun

ded convex Fa subsets F of e does there exist T = T(F) such that 
W(T) = F? 

A large family of examples will be exhibited; it will show that the 
boundary of W(T) can be very pathological and, in particular, that 

for each F as aboye there exists T such that W(T) is homeomorphic to 

F and "approximately equal" to F. 

In addition to the aboye observations, we shall only need two results 
about numerical ranges: 

(1) If {T} r (T acting on H for each v in r) is a uniformly boun~ 
v VE V v 

ded family of Hilbert space operators and T = e VEr Tv denotes the di-

rect sum of the Tv's acting in the usual fashion on the opthogonaZ di 
peat sum H = e VEr Hv of the underlying Hilbert spaces, then W(T) coi~ 

cides with the aonvex huZZ, cO[U r W(T )] of the union of the numeri 
VE V 

cal ranges of the T 's (v E r). 
V 

(*) This research has been supported by a National Science Founda

tion Grant. AMS CLASSIFICATION NUMBER: 47A12. 
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(ii) (M. Radjabalipour and H.Radjavi [3]) If y is a rionempty bounded 
open are of a eonie curve, then ther,e exists an operator Ty sueh that 
W(Ty ) = eo(y). 

The author wishes to thank Pro fes sor Jim Agler for several helpful 
diseussions. 

00 

THE CONSTRUCTION. Let F = n~\ F n' where F n (n = 1, Z, ... ) is a nonem-

pty elosed subset of aD, and D denotes the open tinit disk, and let 

e: > ° be given. 

Define 7 0 = [~ ~) (aeting on C2). A straightforward eomputation 

shows that W(To) = D-. In what follows, rD (r > O) denotes the open 

unit disk of radius r. 

Assume that an\F I = U YIn' where {YI} N is an enumeration ofthe ne:N I n ne: I 

(pairwise disjoint) ares eomplementary to FIin aD. If YIn is an are in 

this family with extreme points (lln andS In (weshall always assume 

that y is "positively oriented", so that 

y e {l: arg (l < arg 1 < argS}), then we replaee Yln byan are of el

lipse 0ln tangent to aDat (lln and at SIn and 0ln e (1+e:/Z)D\D-. As 

observed aboye, there exists an operator Tln sueh that W(T1n) 

eo(oln)· Define T1 = n~NI Tln ; then M1 ~ W(To $ TI) 

eo[W(To) U W(T I )] is the aZosed eonvex set with boundary equal to 

m 
= eO[n\;!O W(Tn)] is a elosed eonvex set Mm satisfying the eonditions 

m 
D- e M e (1 + L e:/Zn)D; 

m n=1 

aMm has a eontinuous tangent; 

(iii)m aMm = (n~1 F~) U (n~N 0mn)' where n~1 F~ = aMm n (u{re i6 : 
m 

6 m' 
r > 0, e i E UF}) and {o } 'N is an enumeration of the (pair-n",1 n 'mn ne: 

m 
m 

wise disjoint) open ares eomplementary to n\;!l F~ in aMm; 

(iv)m For eaeh n E Nm, 0mn is an are of ellipse. 

{y } be an enumeration of the (pairwise disjoirit) open ares m+l,n ne:Nm+1 

of elllpse- c.Qmplementary to F~+I in n~N 
m 

1) 
mn Replaee eaC'h of the ares 
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Ym+1,n by an arc of ellipse 5m+1,n lying in the same angular sector 

as Ym+1 n and with the' same extreme' points, such that~. 5m+1 n is tan 
, m+1' _.-

gent to aM at 'those extreme pointsland 5 e (1 + ¿ e:/2 n)D\M' 
m m+1.n n=1 m' 

then there exists an operator T +1 such that W(T +1 ) = co(5 +1 ). m .n m.n m.n 
m+1 m+1 

Define T +1 = eN T +1 ; then W( e O T ) .. col U W(T )] is a clo-m ne: m+1 m .n n- n n-O n 

sed convex set Mm+1 satisfying the conditions (i)m+1' (ii)m+1 • 

m+1 
(iii)m+1 and (iv)m+1 such that aMm+1 \ aMm .. n~1 P~ is homeomorphic 

m 
(via projection through the origin) to U P caD. 

n-1 n 

Finally, we define 
.. 

T = e Tn • 
n-O .. 

Clearly, W(T) = col U W(T )] satisfies: 
n=O n 

(i) D e W(T) e (l+e:)D; 

(ii) aW(T) has a continuous tangent; .. 
(iii) W(T) \ aW(T) = U P' (P'1 is defined equal to P1) is homeomorn=1 n .. 
phic (via projection through the origin) to U P - P; and n-1 n 

(iv) Each arc y e aW(T) \ W(T) is an arc of ellipse. 

Let p = p(S) be the polar equation of aW(T); property (i) implies 
that 1 ~ p(S) < 1+e: for all e E 10.2~) and property (ii) says that p' 
is continuous. On the other hand, it is completely apparent that, by 
a clever choice ~f the arcs {5mn }ne:N (m = 1.2 •... ). we can also ob-

m 
tain 

(v) Ip'CS)! < e: , O ~ S < 2~, and 
+ . 

(vi) ID-[ p' (S)] I < e: and.!D±[ p' (S)]! < e:. where D+ and D , and D+ and 

D_ denote the right and, respectively, the left Darboux derivative 

numbers (of the continuous function p' (S)). 

THE GENERAL EXAMPLE. Ad hoc modifications of the previous construc
tion show that, given an arbitrary bounded convex Pa subset H of C 

with nonempty interior and e: > O, there exists an operator T = T(H,e:) 
acting on a separable Hilbert ·space H such that W(T) satisfies the 
followihg conditions' 

(i) He W(T) e {A: dist[A,H] < e:l, 

(ii) Furthermore, given a E interior H, T can be chosen-SQ that the
re exists a continuous function p = '~(S) (O ~ e < 2~) satisfying 
1 ~ reS) < 1+e:, such that W(T) = {a} U{a + (A-a) r(arg[A-a]) : 
A E H\{a}} . In particular, W(T) is homeomorphic to H, and aW(T) is 
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homeomorphic to aH via projection through the point Q. 
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